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The Congress of Intersteno in news of •T 1 (Czech 
Television)

Monday 9th July 2007 •T 1 (Czech Television 1) transmitted a report about preparation of our competitors for the 
Championship in Information Processing of the international federation Intersteno in a general news program 
Events. You can see the report at: 

http://www.ceskatelevize.cz/vysilani/09.07.2007/207411000100709-19:00-1-udalosti.html?index=76956

Jan Kasal and Ivan Langer gave support to the 
Congress of Intersteno

The vicechairman of the Chamber of Deputies Jan Kasal and the Minister of interior and the Minister of 
informatics Ivan Langer assumed a patronage over the 46th Congress and the World Championship in Information 
Processing of the international federation Intersteno which is being arranged by Interinfo •R and which is going to 
take place in Prague in the last week in July.

Among others Jan Kasal mentioned in his letter: "I am glad I can assume a patronage over the World 
Championship in Information Processing associated with the International Congress of Intersteno 2007. Due to an 
extraordinary success of our representatives on the last world championship Prague acquired a privilege to 
arrange the contest after more than 40 years. Such an amount of medals on an international scale is a huge 
success for our country. I wish we could be as successful in other sections as in the word processing. Odds are that 
such appreciation in other sections use to be acknowledged with much more interest and respect. I believe the 
pursuance of both actions in Czech Republic will help to increase a prestige of this contest and will come into 
notice of our public to these unjustly neglected but very useful skills."

The Minister of interior and the Minister of informatics Ivan Langer promised to open the Congress. In his letter 
addressed to the President of Intersteno he mentioned: "I know Czech republic obtained the arrangement after 44 
years, for the second time in the history, especially due to Your whole-life pedagogic working and excellent sports 
scores of the Czech representation led by the national association Interinfo •R."

"I am very glad we managed to get over such rare personalities of our country for the idea of our congress. We 
organize the Congress in Prague after 44 years and I believe we will represent the Czech republic superbly. I 
would like to say thanks to all who gave us a patronage: Mrs. parliamentary Michaela Šojdrová, the deputy 
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minister of interior and of informatics Lenka Ptá•ková-Melicharová and also to the president of the Economic 
Chamber Jaromír Drábek and to the headmaster of the National Library Vlastimil Ježek. We treasure their kind 
words very much," Jaroslav Polá•ek, the head of the organisation committee, thanked to all who gave support to 
the Congress.

The letters are available on http://www.intersteno.cz/cs/zastity. The 46th Congress and the World Championship in 
Information Processing of the international federation Intersteno (found in 1887) is going to take place in our 
country the first time after 44 years and more than four hundred participants from almost three tens of countries 
will partake. As far back as 6 years the Czech republic has carried the biggest part of medals away from world 
jousts. Interinfo •R, the organizer of the action, gives support to technologies, by which the problem of a need of 
fast and especially mistake-free text record in Czech as well as other languages is being solved. Jaroslav Zavia•i•, 
who is also the Chairman of the Czech association Interinfo •R, was elected the President of Intersteno two years 
ago.

Contact:

J. Polá•ek

+420732 806898

Polacek@intersteno.cz   

http://www.intersteno.cz 

http://www.interinfo.org   

http://www.intersteno.org
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